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The following adages have been stated by Rosa Titanica and written down by her devotees: 

[1] Rosa Titanica said: “Blessed is the lion eaten by a man: he will become man; cursed is the man eaten 
by a lion: the man will become a lion.”

[2] And she said: “During the meeting, all the immortals left alive will feel attracted to a distant land, 
where they will fi ght in order to get a reward.” 
The immortals grow up and grow old like other men, but there is an event which can block forever their 
aging. That event seems to be the time at which an immortal beheads for the fi rst time another immortal. 
Since that, they maintain their age forever, until they are beheaded in turn—the only way to kill or be killed.
She took the stick from our hands and began to draw curved lines on snow and mud. Those drawings 
persuaded us to make a gesture in which those much older than us had repeatedly failed: to behead 
Rosa Titanica.

[3]  We went to the river and found Rosa Titanica waiting. The river was fast and she said: “We will be 
able to save us from the judgment only when we’ll stop the fl ow of the water.” So we tried to build a dam 
with the larger stones we scored around. Towards evening we managed to block the water in a pool.
We slept, thinking that we might be saved from the judgment. But at sunrise every stone was swept away 
and the water had retaken its course. We cried. And she said: “If you will enjoy this crying thinking that 
the suffering and the muffl ed screams can fortify you, your tears will fl ow without end like the water in 
the river, until you will drown in your own tears!”

[4] Looking at her nose, Rosa Titanica said: “Not this time.”

[5] Rosa Titanica said: “In a sea of sand, I sensed the appearance of being generated by the six heads and 
twelve hands. How odd that human beings have created something which didn’t resembled them—what 
does this carcass try to tell me? This residue, stranded on the beach like a jellyfi sh? 
If at night the wintery light reminded me the many skies of my childhood, during the day I deceived 
myself to quench my thirst, stroking its glands or following the sudden movements of its tail. One night I 
lay down on the ramp, to fi nd rest, and I lost myself in a dream. The perspectives are reversed: men’s skin 
is like bark, and the animals are a distant memory of the sound they make in the world where you are and 
where I would like more than anything else to go back.”

[6] She said: “Man, most of them are bad. Look in the mirror: if you feel beautiful, you also need to make 
beautiful things; but if you feel ugly, you have to bridge nature’s gap with your noble acts. If you don’t 
feel yourself, then you need to fi nd and follow the road which says: know yourself. Finally, remember 
that if there weren’t the sun, it would be night.”


